This literature review attempts to provide a brief overview of some of the most common image segmentation techniques. It discusses Edge detection technique, Thresholding technique, Region growing based technique, Watershed technique, Compression based method, Histogram based segmentation and Graph partitioning method. With the growing research on image segmentation, it has become important to categorise the research outcomes and provide readers with an overview of the existing segmentation techniques in each category. In this paper different method of implementing genetic algorithm has been reviewed. Finally, summaries and review of research work on wrapper approach for image segmentation techniques has been represented.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is the process of separating or grouping an image into different parts. There are currently many different ways of performing image segmentation, ranging from the simple thresholding method to advanced color image segmentation methods. These parts normally correspond to something that humans can easily separate and view as individual objects. Computers have no means of intelligently recognizing objects, and so many different methods have been developed in order to segment images. The segmentation process in based on various features found in the image. This might be color information, boundaries or segment of an image. The aim of image segmentation is the domainindependent partition of the image into a set of regions, which are visually distinct and uniform with respect to some property, such as grey level, texture or colour. Segmentation can be considered the first step and key issue in object recognition, scene understanding and image understanding. The segmentation problem is formulated as an optimization problem and Genetic Algorithm efficiently locate the global maximum in a search space and solves the problem of parameter selection in image segmentation. The aim of this paper is to review Genetic Algorithm applications for image segmentation using wrapper approach.
IMAGE SEGMENTATION METHODOLOGIES 2.1 Edge Detection Technique
Edge detection technique is an image segmentation technique that determines the presence of an edge or line in an image and outlines them in an appropriate way [1] . Generally, an edge is defined as the boundary pixels that connect two separate regions with changing image amplitude attributes such as different constant luminance and tristimulus values in an image [1] [10] [3] . This process detects outlines of an object and boundaries between objects and the background in the image. The main purpose of edge detection is to simplify the image data in order to minimize the amount of data to be processed [2] . The detection operation begins with the examination of the local discontinuity at each pixel element in an image. Amplitude, orientation, and location of a particular subarea in the image that is of interest are essentially important characteristics of possible edges [1] . Based on these characteristics, the detector has to decide whether each of the examined pixels is an edge or not. Salem Saleh Al-amri et. al. [40] implemented the edge detection segments using (MATLAB R2007a, 7.4a) and tested one satellite image (Saturn) illustrated in the Figure 1 . The sobel edge detection operator is a discrete differentiation operator. It has a better noise suppression feature that makes it preferable over prewitt operator. The prewitt edge detector [40] estimates the magnitude and orientation of an edge. It is limited to 8 possible orientations and each direction orientation is a 3X3 neighbourhood mask. The Canny algorithm is an optimal edge detector algorithm that marks as many actual edges as possible and an edge is marked only once. Canny technique to find edges does not create false edges due to the presence of noise i.e. it isolates noise [40] from the image before finding edges of image, without affecting the features of the edges in the image and then applying the tendency to find the edges and the critical value for threshold. The Laplacian is usually used to establish whether a pixel is on the dark or light side of an edge. The Roberts Cross [40] operator performs a simple, quick to compute, 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an image. It is used mainly when diagonal edges are of main interest. Frei and Chen [1] suggest that edge detection is best carried out by simple edge detector, followed by a morphological thinning and linking process to optimize the boundaries. They gave an overview of first and second order derivative edge detections, edge fitting detection model as well as the detector performance evaluation, and also the three most frequently used edge detection methods are used are, Roberts Edge Detection, Sobel Edge Detection and Prewitt edge detection [21] .
Fig 1: Satellite image (Saturn)
In the recent research, a paper proposed the implementation of a very simple but efficient fuzzy logic based algorithm to detect the edges of an image without determining the threshold value. The proposed approach begins by scanning the images using floating 3x3 pixel window. Fuzzy inference system designed has 8 inputs, which corresponds to 8 pixels of instantaneous scanning matrix, one output that tells whether the pixel under consideration is "black", "white" or "edge" pixel. Rule base comprises of sixteen rules, which classify the target pixel [28] . The proposed method results for different captured images are compared to those obtained with the linear Sobel operator.
Thresholding Technique
Thresholding is one of the simplest method of image segmentation. From a gray scale image, thresholding can be used to create binary images (Shapiro, et al 2001:83) . Threshold segmentation techniques can be grouped in three different classes:
1. Local techniques are based on the local properties of the pixels and their neighbourhoods. In local thresholding, the original image is divided into smaller non-overlapping subimages using a threshold that is determined for each of these sub-images. This yields a thresholded image with gray level discontinuities at the boundaries of two different sub-images.
The threshold of a region can be determined by either the point-dependent method or the region-dependent method. A smoothing technique, if required, is then applied to eliminate the discontinuities. Chow and Kaneko [41, 42] suggest the use of a 7 X 7 window for local thresholding. In their method, the original image is divided into 7 x 7 sub-images and a threshold is computed for each sub-image.
2. Global techniques segment an image on the basis of information obtain globally (e.g. by using image histogram; global texture properties). Mason et al. [43] proposed the use of an edge operator (e.g., the Laplacian, the Roberts cross, etc.) for weighting. According to their method, the values of the edge operator are small for pixels in homogeneous regions and these pixels are given more weight. However, the values of the edge operator are large for pixels in the neighbourhood of an edge and these pixels are given less weight. The weight can be computed as l/ (1 + Δ 2 ), where Δ is the edge value at a given pixel. As a result of this weighting process, the new gray level histogram will have sharper peaks and deeper valleys.
In 1965, Katz [44] considered that since the pixels in the neighbourhood of an edge have higher edge values, the gray level histogram for these pixels should have a single peak at a gray level between the object and the background gray levels. This gray level is, therefore, a suitable choice of the threshold value. This has also been studied by Weska and Rosenfeld [45] . Several variations of the above method have been proposed [46, 47, 48] Weszka and Rosenfeld [49] unified them.
3. Split, merge and growing techniques use both the notions of homogeneity and geometrical proximity in order to obtain good segmentation results. Finally image segmentation, a field of image analysis, is used to group pixels into regions to determine an image's composition [12] [13] .
Fuzzy C-means, its improvement methods algorithm and strategies for remote sensing image segmentation can offer less iterations times to converge to global optimal solution. At the same time, it has good stability and robustness. Its good effect of segmentation can improve accuracy and efficiency of remote sensing image threshold segmentation [23] . Color images can also be thresholded. N. Senthilkumaran, R. Rajesh [21] proposed to designate a separate threshold for each of the RGB components of the image and then combine them with an AND operation. This reflects the way the camera works and how the data is stored in the computer, but it does not correspond to the way that people recognize color. Therefore, the HSL and HSV color models are more often used. It is also possible to use the CMYK color model (Pham et al., 2007).
Region Growing Based Technique
Region growing is based on selecting initial seed points and adding neighbouring pixels to the region depending on the suitable membership criteria such as colour similarity. Initially seed regions are identified based on calculation of variance of R, G and B components and selecting the first seed point having the minimum R, G, B variance product. 4 connected neighbours are used to grow from the seed point. This process [24] is an iterative procedure and runs until no change occurs in two successive stages. The major drawback of the algorithm is that it segments the image based only on colour/intensity, hence it gives poor results for textured image [24] . Also, it depends largely on the value of T in likelihood term computation which needs to be taken different value for different images.
Rolf Adams and Leanne Bischof [50] presented a new method known as seeded region growing (SRG) that uses the conventional homogeneity principle of region growing technique as its base with its mechanism close to the watershed technique. This technique uses a set of points, known as seeds that are grouped together into n sets which serve as a beginning of the SRG algorithm. Sometimes each set is comprised of single points instead of a group of points. SRG then segments the image into regions with the property that each connected component of a region meets exactly one of the seeds and hence the regions that are as homogeneous as possible are selected. The requirement to obtain a good segmentation in case of SRG is that, if the regions are relatively noiseless, each seed pixel has a gray value typical of its region. However, if the regions are noisy consider using small seed areas, instead of single pixel, so that a proper estimate of the region's mean is acquired.
Region Growing can also be done by Mean or Max-Min strategies [27] . The image is first partitioned into uniform regions for processing. Region growing is executed to merge the adjacent regions which meet the specified criteria. This criteria could be either max-min difference or mean value of each region.
The max-min and the mean algorithms [27] each posed some problems with various image features. Former preserved edges and handled some textures better while the latter did better on disfigured images. Thus the selection of any of these algorithms depends on the input image which is to be worked upon. Neither of these algorithms performs high level spatial correlation, so they fail to work on complex images consisting of complex regions.
Watershed Technique
The watershed transform [5] is a popular segmentation method coming from the field of mathematical morphology. Mathematical morphology [5] is a collection of operators based on set theory and defined on an abstract structure known as an infinite lattice. The mathematical morphology is intended to analyze and recognize the geometrical properties and structure of the objects. Such analysis must be quantitative in order to provide a mathematical framework for describing the spatial organization. The intuitive description of the watershed transform is simple: considering the image as a topographic relief, where the height of each point is directly related to its gray level, and considering rain gradually falling on the terrain, then the watersheds are the lines that separate the "lakes" (actually called catchments basins) that form. Generally, the watershed transform is computed on the gradient of the original image, so that the catchments basin boundaries are located at high gradient points.
As an interpretation in topography in [51] Sridevi et. al. mentioned that the watershed can be imagined as the high mountain that separates two regions. Each region has its own minimum and, if a drop of water falls on one side of the watershed, it will reach the minimum of the regions. Points of contact between the propagation originating from different minima are defined as the boundaries of the regions and are used to create the final partition. A common difficulty in measuring the images occurs when features touch, and therefore cannot be separately identified, counted, or measured. This situation may arise where actual feature may overlap or when the particles resting on a surface tend to agglomerate and touch each other. One method of separating touching but most convex features in an image is called watershed segmentation. The regions that the watershed separates are called catchment basins. Lines separating catchment basins are watershed lines and are interpreted as boundaries between regions for the purposes of segmentation [52, 53] .
The concept of watersheds is based on visualizing an image in three dimensions: two spatial coordinates versus grey levels. In such a topographic interpretation, we consider three types of points as follows:
1. Points belonging to regional minimum.
2. Points at which water drops.
3. Points at which water would be equally likely to fall.
For a particular regional minimum, the set of points satisfying condition (2) is called catchment basin or watershed of that minimum. A watershed region or catchment basin is defined as the region over which all points flow "downhill" to a common point. The points satisfying condition (3) are termed divide lines or watershed lines (Gonzalez and Woods, 2008) . Watersheds are one of the classic regions in the field of topography. Watershed use image gradient to initial point and region can obtain by region growing. The accumulation of water in the vicinity of local minima is called a catchment basin. There are two approaches to find watershed of an image.
i. Rainfall approach.
ii. Flooding approach.
In rainfall approach, local minima are found throughout the image, and each local minimum is assigned unique tag. A conceptual water drop is placed at each untagged pixel. The drop moves to low amplitude neighbour until it reaches a tagged pixel and it assumes tag value.
In flooding approach, conceptual pixel holes are pierced at each local minimum. The water enters the holes and proceeds to fill each catchment basin. If the basin is about to overflow, a dam is built on its surrounding ridge line to the height of high altitude ridge point. These dam boundaries correspond to the watershed lines [54] .
Steps in Watershed Algorithm as follows, Due to the numerous advantages of watershed transform, it has been widely used in many fields of image processing, including medical image segmentation, it is fast and can be parallelized (in [7] , an almost linear speedup was reported for a number of processors up to 64), and it produces a complete division of the image in separated regions even if the contrast is poor, thus avoiding the need for any kind of contour joining. Several researchers have proposed techniques to embed the watershed transform in a multi scale framework, thus providing the advantages of these representations .The watershed transform has interesting properties that make it useful for many different image segmentation applications: it is simple and intuitive, can be parallelized, and always produces a complete division of the image[25].
Histogram based Segmentation
This approach is based on the assumption that objects within each class should have high degree of similarity, while those in different classes should be dissimilar. The histogram retains a uniform colour transition that enables us to do a windowbased smoothing during retrieval. The clusters are found by mode analysis of the multidimensional histogram of the considered vectors through a non-iterative peak-climbing approach [20] . Among all segmentation techniques, the automatic thresholding methods are widely used because of their advantages of simple implement and time saving. Otsu method is one of thresholding methods and frequently used in various fields.
Graph Partitioning Method
Spectral graph partitioning provides a powerful approach to image segmentation. This approach produces the high quality segmentations of spectral methods, but with improved speed and stability [16] . Many graph theoretic techniques have been proposed for cluster analysis. Commonly known techniques are-single-link and complete link hierarchical algorithms implemented using a threshold graph, forming clusters by breaking inconsistent arcs in the minimum spanning tree of the proximity graph, detecting clusters using directed trees [31] . This segmentation approach is able to accurately locate region boundaries, and at the same time guarantees the formation of closed edge contours.
Compression Based Methods
The main idea behind compression based methods [26] is that the optimal segmentation is the one that minimizes, over all possible segmentations, the coding length of the data [75] [76] . The concepts of the optimal segmentation and the coding length are inter-related in the way that segmentation is done in a manner so that the regularities of the pattern, if occurring in an image, can be successfully compressed. Two features of the image are used by this method: boundary and texture. Each of these components is modelled by a probability distribution function and its coding length is evaluated. Firstly, the boundary of the regions in natural images tends to have a smooth form. Thus the smoother a boundary, the shorter coding length will be. Secondly, the texture is compressed similar to minimum description length (MDL) principle. The texture in each region is modelled by a multivariate normal distribution. The estimated entropy [75] [76] bounds the true entropy of the data from above. Therefore the true coding length is not more than the objective of the algorithm. This scheme yields the number of bits required to encode that image based on the given segmentation. Thus, among all possible segmentations of an image, the goal is to find such a segmentation which produces the shortest coding length. This can be achieved by a simple agglomerative clustering method. The distortion in the lossy compression determines the coarseness of the segmentation and its optimal value may differ for each image. This parameter can be estimated heuristically from the contrast of textures in an image.
Compression-based methods are also very helpful in cases of storage limitation. Recently a hybrid image compression method is proposed [77] . In the mentioned paper the image is segmented into background and foreground information. The foreground of the image is compressed at a higher quality level than the background of the image. For compression edge based segmentation is done. In order to preserve the essential parts of the given image the proposed method adapts variable quantization and threshold values corresponding to background and foreground. This hybrid approach increases the compression ratio and produces a desired high quality compressed image.
BENCHMARKING IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Comaniciu and Meer (2002), describe a segmentation method based on the mean-shift algorithm. The mean-shift algorithm (Cheng 1995) [38] is designed to locate points of locally maximal density in feature space. Feature vectors containing grey-scale or colour information as well as pixel coordinates are computed for each pixel. Then the algorithm looks at a local neighbourhood in feature space centred at each pixel's feature vector and follows an iterative procedure until a convergence condition is satisfied. The overall testing procedure is as follows: for each combination of parameters, the algorithm is run over the complete set of 300 images from the BSD (Berkeley Segmentation Database) [38] . Here the curve corresponds to a spatial bandwidth SB = 8, the precision parameter and the recall parameter are 1. Entropy consideration measures the disorder in the system. Here we use 5 values, i.e., eigenvectors for merging the threshold between [.0625, .75], and for each of these we compute a tuning curve that corresponds to variations of d within (5, 40) . The tuning curves describe the behaviour of the algorithms as input parameters change. Over-segmentation is characterized by high recall but low precision, and that under-segmented images correspond to high precision, but low recall.
GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic Algorithms were invented to mimic some of the processes observed in natural evolution to solve the optimization problems. Genetic algorithms (GAs) [55] are a relatively new paradigm for a search, based on principles of natural selection. As early as 1962, John Holland's work on adaptive systems laid the foundation for later developments. By 1975, a book Adaptation in Natural and Artificial Systems, by Holland, his students and colleagues was published that further encouraged the research. Early to mid-1980s, genetic algorithms were being applied to a broad range of subjects. In 1992 John Koza used genetic algorithm to evolve programs to perform certain tasks. He called his method "genetic programming" (GP). They were first introduced by John Holland in 1960s [56, 57] . Genetic algorithms are proven to be the most powerful optimization technique in a large solution space. This explains the increasing popularity of Genetic algorithms applications in image processing and other fields. They are used where exhaustive search for solution is expensive in terms of computation time [17] . Genetic algorithms are advantageous in that they are able to forego local optima in an attempt to reach the global optimum [59] . This makes them far less likely to get caught in a local optimum than deterministic optimization techniques, such as local hill-climbing and gradient descent. Applications of GAs for image processing extend from evolving filters or detecting edges to making complex decisions or classifying detected features. Genetic algorithms are based on natural selection discovered by Charles Darwin [60] . They employ natural selection of fittest individuals as optimization problem solver. Since in nature competition among individuals for scanty resources results in the fittest individuals dominating over the weaker ones.
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Fig 2: Flowchart of Genetic Algorithm
Optimization is performed through natural exchange of genetic material between parents. Offspring are formed from parent genes. Fitness of offspring is evaluated. The fittest individuals [9] are allowed to breed only. In computer world, genetic material is replaced by strings of bits and natural selection replaced by fitness function. Matting of parents is represented by cross-over and mutation operations [55] . Genetic algorithms are used for the optimization of relevant parameters in the existing segmentation algorithms [17, 62] . Farmer and Shugars [17] categorized the applications of genetic algorithms used for image segmentation into two major classes:
1. Parameter selection, where genetic algorithms are used to modify the parameters of an existing image segmentation method to improve its output, i.e. application to segmentation parameter selection for improved segmented outputs.
2. Pixel-level segmentation, where genetic algorithms are used to perform region labelling, i.e. application to pixel-level segmentation involving region labelling.
Most image segmentation methods have many parameters for optimization, thus the first method is used more often [6, 63, 15] . Bhanu et al. [6] used genetic algorithms for adapting four parameters of the Phoenix segmentation algorithm [64] for outdoor color imagery. Feitosa et al. [65] modified the region growing segmentation algorithm using a fitness function based on the similarity of resulting segments to a target segmentation provided by the user. Zingaretti et al. [66] applied genetic algorithms to unsupervised color image segmentation techniques, which resort to multi-pass thresholding during each pass of the algorithm. Pignalberi et al. [67] focused on range images, by segmenting outside surfaces of 3D objects. However, this method can also be applied to segmentation of 2D images as well.
In pixel-level segmentation, genetic algorithms find use in region labelling depending on the characteristics of constituent pixels [67] . Peng et al. [58] represented each pixel in an image by a chromosome, which labels a region. Vitorino Ramos, Fernando Muge [15] applied k-Means unsupervised clustering methods into Genetic Algorithms, for finding the optimal or sub-optimal data partition, which requires a nontrivial search because of its intrinsic NP-complete nature thereby obviating any user-intervention in the segmentation process. They focussed on the demonstration of the efficiency of Genetic Algorithms to automatic and unsupervised texture segmentation [29] . Chun and Yang [68] used a fuzzy fitness function to account for the associated uncertainty in their proposed genetic algorithm based segmentation technique. Gong and Yang [69] represented the original and segmented images by means of quad-trees. They defined a two pass genetic algorithm based optimization system similar to the method by Zingaretti et al. [66] . In the first pass, genetic algorithms minimize an energy function. In the second pass, fine tuning of the segmentation method is carried out. Zingaretti et al. [66] proposed unsupervised colour image segmentation using genetic algorithm. This is another case of parameters of an existing image segmentation method being tuned by genetic algorithms. A key difference in this method is that it performs multi-pass thresholding. Different thresholds are adapted during each pass of genetic algorithms. This approach successfully segmented a wide variety of images, with the exception of images that were highly textured [8] .
Pignalberi et al [67] used genetic algorithms for the optimization of parameters in an image segmentation algorithm. In this case, they focused on range images, where a pixel is coloured depending on the distance between the object and a sensor. This method segments out surfaces of 3D objects, but could be applied to segmentation of 2D images. Tianzi Jiang, Faguo Yang, Yong Fan, and David J. Evans proposed a parallel genetic algorithm [11] for cell image segmentation under severe noise. A priori knowledge about cell shape is incorporated in their method. The segmentation results of noisy human thyroid and small intestine cell images demonstrate that the proposed method is very successful in segmenting images of elliptically shaped cells. Genetic algorithms have been used to solve a wide variety of problems. In image processing [18] , genetic algorithms have successfully been used for feature extraction, object recognition, knowledge based segmentation and image classification. 
WRAPPER APPROACH USING GAUSSIAN ESTIMATOR
The conventional flow of image segmentation process followed by classification assumed that the segmentation process has been able to successfully extract the object of interest. This traditional segmentation can also be viewed as a filter operating on the image independently of the classifier similar to the filter methods for feature selection. It is critical to recognize that current image segmentation algorithms are primarily open-loop in nature, as noted by Bhanu [70] [71] implying that the existing segmentation algorithms are fundamentally complex spatial filters, operating "blindly" on the incoming image with no context regarding the object being segmented. It is thus an unrealistic approach to assume to obtain the required object segmented correctly without any semantic information regarding the class of objects in the scene. Hence obtained segmented map has been done correctly. M.E. Farmer and Anil K. Jain [14] proposed in their paper a closed-loop framework for image segmentation, which uses the object classification subsystem as an integral part of the segmentation process. They proposed wrapping the segmentation and the classification together and using the classifier to determine the metric for selecting the best segmentation. By using shape as the classification [72] , they developed a segmentation algorithm that relaxes the feature requirement that the object of interest to be segmented must be homogeneous in some low-level image parameter, such as texture, color, or grayscale. This represents an improvement over other segmentation methods that have used classification information only to modify the segmenter parameters, since these algorithms still require an underlying homogeneity in some parameter space. This research was extended to the applicability of wrapper to wide area surveillance of images containing possibly multiple objects of interest [22] . The approach is demonstrated on aerial images from the Katrina disaster to be able to detect buildings for possible damage assessment. In the wrapper methods for feature selection [14] , the classifier is an integral part of the selection process and serves as the metric to decide the best feature set. In the same way, the segmentation and classification are wrapped together, and the classification accuracy is used as the metric to determine the best segmentation. The wrapper-based methods [74] employ some inductive classification algorithm(s) to evaluate the goodness of subset of features being selected. The performance of this approach relies on two factors: the strategy to search the space of all possible feature subsets; and the criterion to evaluate the classification accuracy of the selected subset of features. The purpose of feature selection [73] is to find the 'good' features by just selecting one representative feature subset from all features. The wrapper approaches of feature selection aim to find the minimum discriminative features to reach the high classification accuracy.
Aritz P´erez, Pedro Larra˜naga, and I˜naki Inza [19] proposed an approach to deal with continuous variables. They presented the continuous classifiers supported by the Gaussian network paradigm, which assumes that variables follow a Gaussian distribution. A great advantage of Gaussian network is that they need O(n2) parameters to model a complete graph. Their work showed how classifiers, supported by the Bayesian network paradigm, can be adapted to deal with continuous variables without discretizing them. In addition, two novel classifier learning algorithms were introduced. The presented learning algorithms were ordered and grouped according to their structural complexity: from the simplest naive Bayes structures to k-dependence Bayesian classifiers and semi naive Bayes. Moreover, for each structure a filter and wrapper approaches were presented. All these classifiers were empirically evaluated using the Brier score and the predictive accuracy. The obtained results with both scores suggested that semi naive Bayes is the best classifier. 
Comparison of Algorithms
FUTURE WORK
After reviewing a set of papers on image segmentation we found that the algorithms implemented in these papers still have some areas of improvement. In paper [11] , the problem of occlusion was eliminated partially. Amiya Halder, Nilavra Pathak [32] promoted the application of genetic algorithm on satellite and MRI images to demonstrate its wide applicability. [39] proved through experiments good performance of GA and plans to further extend its applicability. In [36] emphasis is on further advancing the use of genetic algorithm to improve color image segmentation techniques. [37] promoted to use prior knowledge based segmentation. GHASI [33] revealed that in variable lighting conditions, the genetic algorithm-based, supervised color image segmentation in HSI color space is an effective approach but further improvement in segmentation robustness can be achieved. [15] [35] considers to improve the potential of GA in future, by providing it with useful information like clustering relationships for segmentation problem [15] and providing a knowledge base for improved segmentation of satellite images [35] . The prospects and problems revealed in above cited papers can be resolved by integrating the segmentation processing with a classification process to provide the required semantic information and thus have appropriate results. The wrapper framework for feature selection wraps the selection process inside the classifier in order to determine the best possible segmentation. Besides wrapper, Genetic Algorithm is proposed to provide optimal solution from large amount of multidimensional data in minimum possible time to achieve all the prospects mentioned [36] . Therefore by taking together the features of wrapper framework and genetic algorithm our focus is to take the work of above mentioned papers one step ahead and acquire proficient segmented image.
RESULT
In accordance with the future work to improve segmentation results using some prior knowledge, we implemented classification algorithm on the input image to enhance the results of the color based segmentation using genetic algorithm. In our classification algorithm we classified the RGB image into n classes, each class representing a color. The obtained value of number of classes is taken as input to image segmentation. Our proposed algorithm of image segmentation using genetic algorithm is as stated below.
1. Repeat step 2 to 4 till fixed number of generations.
2. Randomly generate the cluster set.
3. Each pixel of the image is labelled to the generated cluster number using Euclidean distance criterion.
4. Evaluate the fitness value.
5. The input image is segmented over the cluster set that has maximum fitness value.
We compared the results of our algorithm with the results obtained by using DCPSO using v and SNOB [78] . As per our proposed algorithm, implemented in MATLAB R2007b, certain outcomes are as follows: 
CONCLUSION
The main aim of this paper was to study various researches in the field of image segmentation and to categorise them with respect to the image segmentation process. After analysing a large number of papers, we identified major trends in the development of image segmentation. We also reviewed wrapper framework based on Gaussian networks that deals with continuous variables without discretizing them. However, since the level of sophistication of newly proposed algorithms is constantly increasing it is very difficult to predict which approach will dominate the field of image analysis. The design of a segmentation system must address issues of efficiency in addition to that of effectiveness. There is no universal theory on image segmentation till now. They are strongly application dependent, in other words, there are no general algorithms that are good for all images. An important advantage of a genetic methodology lies in that the fitness function provides a natural means to model the uncertainty in an image. We have successfully used prior knowledge i.e. color through the classification algorithm and used it to segment the image efficiently on the basis of classes defined. The accuracy of the classifier in the classification algorithm can be measured to further improve the segmentation. Subsequently, image segmentation results can be utilized in feature extraction and object recognition phases of image processing and computer vision.
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